
 

 
 

 

Dispel fear & activate love through new paradigms in consciousness & the afterlife. 
 

The world around us has changed dramatically in the last year. Many of us have faced more death 

and loss than ever before, which can lead to fear, trepidation, and deep sorrow.  But what if we were 

to view death differently? What if we saw it as simply a transition from one soul experience to 

another? Death is not the end of life… in fact, far from it! It’s simply a change in our physical 

condition — and science is now proving that life goes on even after we leave our bodies. 
 

Dr. Linda Backman is joining an amazing group of international wayshowers  

at this FREE groundbreaking 5-day virtual event October 11-15, 2021! 
 

 
 

Featured on Dr. Oz & Coast to Coast AM, expert psychologist, regression therapist and worldwide 

teacher Dr. Linda Backman has 40+ years private practice experience, including over 25 years 

guiding Soul Regressions. Linda has been conducting Between Lives Soul Regression training since 

2002. She is the author of Souls on Earth, The Evolving Soul & Bringing Your Soul to Light. 
 

 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1-1:45 PM MDT - Host Lisa Bonnice explores this life-changing 

topic with Dr. Linda Backman: Your Intentional Past Lives In History & Ancestral Lineage: 

Unveiling Your Soul-ology: Your Soul plans intentional incarnation from lifetime to lifetime to evolve 

individually and to expand Humanity. You may have a past life as one of your actual ancestors. Often 

we have past lives that can be verified in history. Soul-ology through intuition reveals your prior skills, 

memories, and even similar physical characteristics. Learn with Dr. Linda Backman the purpose and 

how to cope with the signs and symptoms of your past. 
 

At the Beyond the Veil Summit, you will be guided deeply into appreciation and awe for the 

preciousness of life, providing a deeper sense of belonging in the shared human experience as you 

explore meaningful stories and insights into death, consciousness, and the beyond.  Join this FREE 

landmark gathering of experts October 11-15! 
 

REGISTER TODAY FOR THIS PHENOMENAL *FREE* 5-DAY ONLINE EVENT! 
 

Visit Dr. Linda Backman’s web site: www.ravenheartcenter.com 

https://shiftnetwork.infusionsoft.com/go/bvs21B1511B/B1511B
https://shiftnetwork.infusionsoft.com/go/bvs21B1511B/B1511B
https://www.ravenheartcenter.com/

